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2019 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Appropriations Committee - Human Resources Division 
Sakakawea Room, State Capitol 

 

HB1017 
1/8/2019 

30565 
 

☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

Committee Clerk: Caitlin Fleck  

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
Overview 
 

Minutes:                                                 A 

 
Introduction of bill name and number.  
 
Timothy Dawson, Director of the Office of Administrative Hearings: (See attachment 
A)  

 
(11.13) Chairman Jon O. Nelson: What’s the driving factor for the increase case load for 
the public service commission?  

 
 Mr. Dawson: We do citing hearings in the public service commission for companies.  
 
Chairman Jon O. Nelson: You never got involved with this Burleigh county situation? 
 
Mr. Dawson: No I signed them over to Pat Ward. 
 
Chairman Jon O. Nelson: Give me an example of an administrative hearing that a school 
district would be involved with. 
 
Mr. Dawson: Any time a teacher/super intendent is discharged we do a hearing, special 
education hearings, student recruitment hearings through legal means  
 
(13.29) Vice Chairman Gary Kreidt: There is a bill to exempt WSI from hearings with your 
department, what’s the deal?  
 
Mr. Dawson: It’s poor public policy, and we are moving to a central panel of judges that all 
agencies go to get their judge which is independent from the agency to make the decision. 
The bill comes from them in order to try to make things in that process quicker.  
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Vice Chairman Gary Kreidt: They are a big part of your case load, will it be a loss of 
revenue? 
 
Mr. Dawson: Yes, correct, we wouldn’t have any contracted ALJs, just the few in the office 
that will continue the work. Fiscally speaking it won’t be a huge hit to us, we keep $25/hour 
from them  
 
Vice Chairman Gary Kreidt: If we start letting some departments out, it could be a domino 
effect of something like this developing.  
 
Mr. Dawson: No response  
 
(16.34) (Back to attachment A)  
 
(17.25) Testimony concluded, no further questions  
 
Discussing future hearing dates, meeting concluded.  
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1/21/2019 

31095 
 

☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

Committee Clerk: Caitlin Fleck  

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
Detailing the budget.  
 
 

Minutes:                                                 A,B 

 
Timothy Dawson, Director of the Office of Administrative Hearings: (see attachment 
A) 
 
(8.01) Vice Chairman Gary Kreidt: You have HB1064, has that been heard?  
 
Mr. Dawson: HB1064 is scheduled for next Monday at 8:00 am.  
 
Vice Chairman Gary Kreidt: You stated that if caseloads increase much more, you’ll need 
another law judge to hear those, do you have any comments on that?  
 
Mr. Dawson: On HB1064, I’ll testify against that because we are to have independence.  
 
Vice Chairman Gary Kreidt: If the decision from the committee would be to allow them to 
do this, then what is to say that the department of human services comes in and asks for the 
same thing and then we no longer have a need to Administrative Hearings?  
 
Mr. Dawson: There is talk about moving to one panel for the hearings. If that happened that 
move would be a move backwards. It also wouldn’t be cost effective. Our fees and the fees 
for attorneys is less than they pay for their attorneys. We have a bank of judges to hear from 
all different agencies. That allows for a roundedness for your judges as well.  
 
Representative Lisa Meier: You had mentioned that you are having a lot of repeat hearings, 
what agencies is that happening for?  
 
Mr. Dawson: They aren’t really repeat hearings. You have a hearing lined up and then 
another file comes in with another issue that adds onto that and then gest schedule further 
out. I believe mainly Workforce Safety and Insurance (WSI), and doesn’t occur with much 
else. 
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Chairman Jon O. Nelson: The projections, it looks like the requested hearings have 
dropped off a bit, do you have an idea of what to expect in the new biennium?  
 
Mr. Dawson: Historically speaking we were around that 500 mark, but in 2016 we hit 717. 
We have plateaued down a bit to the mid-600s, which is still historically high. We have had 
a lot less WSI hearing but we have had a lot of Department of Human Services (DHS) 
hearings. It all will balance out.  
 
Chairman Jon O. Nelson: If it did level off, your staff would be able to handle those cases, 
that would actually be a more comfortable position?  
 
Mr. Dawson: Yes, that definitely would be. The main spot if the front desk area and there 
are 5 of us now. One person does all of the scheduling and the paperwork for all of the 
hearings.  
 
(16.42) Vice Chairman Gary Kreidt: Did you rent some more space or did the rent go up?  
 
Mr. Dawson: The rent went up. We have been in the same place for a while now.  
 
Chairman Jon O. Nelson: Do you know what you pay per square foot?  
 
Mr. Dawson: No I do not.  
 
Chairman Jon O. Nelson: Could you provide that to us?  
 
Mr. Dawson: OK, I’ll send it to Caitlin.  
 
Larry Martin, Office of Management and Budget: We are requesting to go from a 2-line 
budget down to a 1-line budget due to streamlining the budget. You can see that on the last 
page of your green sheets.  
 
NO FURTHER QUESTIONS OR TESTIMONY.  
MEETING CLOSED.  
 
Mr. Dawson emailed attachment B on 1/22/2019.  
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HB1017 
2/1/2019 

32012 
 

☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

Committee Clerk: Caitlin Fleck  

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
Taking amendments. 
 

Minutes:                                                 A 

 
Opened hearing.  
 
Attachment A handed out.  
 
Representative Randy A. Schobinger: I think this will be mine when we get it done. The 
only thing we talked about was going from 2-3 lines to 1, and we decided to not do that. I 
don’t think we have to do any changes on this one.  
 
Chairman Jon O. Nelson: The only change would be the 2 & 2 salary change, the 
grandfathered insurance package, and the base payroll change. Any other amendments? 
None seen.  
 
Sheila Sandness, Legislative Council: Yes, I would add those in for the record.  
 
Chairman Jon O. Nelson: We can move onto the Veteran’s Home and the Veteran’s Affairs, 
can we do those today?  
 
Ms. Sandness: I can see if Levi is ready and if the worksheets are done.  
 
Chairman Jon O. Nelson: When the Melvin Norgard fund was established it was established 
to accept royalties to fund projects for the veteran’s home. This money has been laundered 
so it comes back to us not in the Melvin Norgard fund, but that was the source of it. Should 
we use it for operations?  
 
Vice Chairman Gary Kreidt: Why do we have to?  
 
Chairman Jon O. Nelson: They are suggesting that. Just so you know that, that will come 
up in the conference committee.  
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Representative Lisa Meier: the money was taken out to fund the workshop, and in turn had 
they applied for…?  
 
Chairman Jon O. Nelson: Whenever they applied for the grant, they did apply with a grant 
for that workshop and they were approved. That is the money that we are talking about. I 
don’t know if that was all Norgard funds, I think that there were some donations too. That 
money is coming back now from a grant, and they want to use 200 some for the demolition 
for the home, and the other uses that they have specified. Vice Chairman Gary Kreidt is 
saying that he is using that to replace general funds somewhere else.  
 
Representative Lisa Meier: For the onetime spending?  
 
Vice Chairman Gary Kreidt: For the brooms, steamer, heating, etc.  
 
Representative Lisa Meier: Do the Norgard fund, keep on going?  
 
Chairman Jon O. Nelson: Yes.  
 
Vice Chairman Gary Kreidt: (can’t hear due to technological difficulties). 
 
Chairman Jon O. Nelson: They continue to get revenue from oil production but it has really 
dropped off.  
 
Representative Randy A. Schobinger: How does the Norgard fund get funded?  
 
Chairman Jon O. Nelson: Melvin Norgard gave his oil rights to the Veteran’s home. Then 
some of the heirs went to court to try to claim them. They lost, and this is now a funding 
mechanism. It is spelt out in the fund how that can be accessed. You can ask for a motion to 
use the Norgard funds for funding for something else.  
 
Meeting closed.  
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2/4/2019 

32069 
 

☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

Committee Clerk: Caitlin Fleck  

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
Reviewing amendments.  
 

Minutes:                                                 A 

 
Opened hearing.  
 
Amendments were handed out (attachment A).  
 
Representative Randy A. Schobinger: Motion to adopt amendment.  
 
Representative Lisa Meier: Seconded.  
 
Roll call vote: 5 Yes, 0 No, 1 Absent.  
 
Motion carries.  
 
Representative Randy A. Schobinger: Motion for a do pass as amended.  
 
Representative Richard G. Holman: Seconded.  
 
Roll call vote: 5 Yes, 0 No, 1 Absent.  
 

 Motion carries.  
 
 Floor Assignment: Representative Randy A. Schobinger  
 
 Meeting concluded.  
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Appropriations Committee 
Roughrider Room, State Capitol 

HB 1017 
2/6/2019 

32280 
 

☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

      Committee Clerk Risa Bergquist 

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
A BILL for an Act to provide appropriation for defraying the expenses of 

the office of administrative hearings. 
 

Minutes:                                                  

 
 
Chairman Delzer: Called the committee to order on HB 1017  
 
Representative Schobinger: HB 1017 is the budget for the office of administrator hearings, 
the important thing to remember is that it’s 100% Special Funds, we are going to run into the 
same thing on this bill as we did last time. They only take in revenue based on the work load 
that they have. (Reviewed the bill and amendment 19.0205.01001)   
 
Chairman Delzer: You’re saying is no one uses them it’s excess appropriation that they have 
without the need to use it.   
 
Representative Schobinger: Yes, and that leads me to the next part, there is another bill 
out there HB 1064 that’s would move the work load of administrator hearings so they would 
handle it internally. That could have a pretty big impact on this because most of the jobs they 
do are for WSI.  
 
2:40 Representative Kempenich: How is WSI going to do that without a conflict? 
 
Representative Schobinger: That was brought up during his testimony, administrator 
hearings are opposing that bill.  
 
Chairman Delzer:  This was started in 1991 and it was because people where having to go 
to administrative hearing with the same agency that was denying them, and that would be 
the issue with WSI. One more thing, the governor had reduced that as part of the 5%, where 
is history of that? If we reduce that of their budget how much did they actually use? Was 
there room for the 5% reduction?  
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Larry Martin, OMB: I don’t have the amount used but the amount they requested to be 
reduced, they didn’t ask to keep it because they didn’t feel like they really needed it back. 
They are operating within their current appropriation.  
 
Chairman Delzer: Then I think we should consider further amending with at least part of 
that.  
 
Representative Schobinger: The last thing in the amendment is that in the governor’s 
recommendation they wanted to go from 2 lines in salaries and wages and an operating line 
down to 1line, we decided we didn’t need to do that and we kept it at 2. With that I would 
Make a motion to adopt the amendment .01001 and to also reduce the operating bill 
by 144 thousand 450 dollars. That was the number based on the governor’s 
recommendation to us.  
 
Chairman Delzer: We have a motion to adopt the amendment and to further reduce.  
 
Representative J. Nelson: Second 
 
Chairman Delzer:  Further discussion? Voice vote all in favor? Motion Carries 
 
Representative Schobinger: I will make the motion to Do Pass as Amended 
 
Representative Kreidt: Second 
 
Chairman Delzer: Further discussion? With none we will take a roll call vote.  
 
A Roll Call vote was taken. Yea:    20          Nay:       0      Absent:   1 
 
Motion Carries Representative Schobinger will carry the bill 
 
Chairman Delzer: With that we will close this meeting.  
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2019 SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Appropriations Committee 
Harvest Room, State Capitol 

HB 1017 
2/27/2019 

Job # 32901 
 

☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

      Committee Clerk:  Rose Laning  

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

A BILL for an Act to provide appropriation for defraying the expenses of the office of 

administrative hearings. 
 

Minutes:                                                 Testimony Attached # 1. 

 
Legislative Council: Levi Kinnischtzke 
OMB: Larry Martin  
 
Chairman Holmberg called the committee to order on HB 1017. 
 
Timothy Dawson, Director, Office of Administrative Hearings 
Office of Administrative Hearings Testimony - Attached # 1. 
 
(10:13) Chairman Holmberg:  You are saying that your workload has increased and you 
see a continuation of that, but there were no other recommendations that the Governor had 
in his executive budget? 
 
Timothy Dawson:  Nothing on the face of the bill.    
 
Larry Martin: In the Governor’s recommendation, we did recommend going to a one-line 
budget instead of the two-line simply because they have the continuing appropriation 
currently and just to streamline their budget - and the House did not accept that change.  
 
Senator G. Lee: You mentioned the hourly rate that is charged. Do you have the opportunity 
to change that within your own department or does that come from somewhere else?  
 
Timothy Dawson:  That starts with the budget process in April or May.  We give that number 
to the agencies we use so they can work that into their budget.  This year we bumped it up 
$10 so that we could raise it.  That doesn’t mean we have to, but the intent is to raise it and 
maybe use it as some sort of an incentive to increase productivity out of the contract ALJs 
(administrative law judges), i.e. if they meet certain guidelines, they get an extra $10/hour.    
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Senator G. Lee:  That’s your source of income, in terms of the budget that you put together 
and you can manage that number yourself with your department – as far as how high or low 
it is?  

Timothy Dawson:  Theoretically we could, but we’ve given notice that we will raise it up to 
$10 and so we wouldn’t raise it more than $10 unless some catastrophic event happened.  
 
Senator Dever: It’s no surprise that the bulk of your cases are from Human Services and 
WSI.  I’m curious how often you overturn the decision of those agencies? 
 
Timothy Dawson:  We don’t keep that statistic. To be in the ballpark of what is reasonable, 
if you look at other states, we should be in that 60-75% range of supporting the agency. So 
we should be overturning them 40-25% of the time.  If you take an average and look at other 
states.  If that’s comparable, that’s the range.  If there was a judge that was in the 90% range 
or the 50% range, I would take notice and go look and see what’s going on.   
 
Senator Dever:  So then do both of those agencies have appeal processes within the agency 
before it comes to OAH? 
 
Timothy Dawson: They may have a system in which to re-evaluate the decision. That’s the 
case in WSI.  It’s a long process and they are asking in this session to go non-binding 
mediation between the parties before it gets to an appeal.  The department of Human 
Services – there generally isn’t.  It goes to us after the person requests – partly because it’s 
a lot of federal money. There are a lot of federal rules that dictate the timelines for appeals, 
and when they have to be and how they have to be held. As soon as that person asks for an 
appeal, it comes to us.    
 
Senator Dever: Are all cases appealable to District Court?  
 
Timothy Dawson:  I can’t think of a case in which they’re not, so I’m going to say yes.   
 
Senator Hogue: I was wondering if you or your office had given any thought to the ethics 
measure which requires that commissioners and various elected officials who receive a 
contribution that creates a conflict to a reasonable person that they would have to disqualify 
themselves.   To me, that could mean potentially the Industrial Commission members.  It 
could mean the Public Service Commissioners.  If they started to disqualify themselves from 
all the cases that they hear, would that impact your workload in any meaningful way?  
 
Timothy Dawson:  I’ve only given it the thought from you asking the question to right now. 
That’s interesting.  It could result in more hearings for us because they’re always able to 
voluntarily choose us as the decision maker.  They could choose us as the final decision 
maker or a recommended decision. If they made those decisions to have us do the hearings 
instead of them doing the hearings because they had to disqualify themselves, that would be 
more work for us.   
 
Senator Poolman:   I’m familiar with the WSI types of hearings that you have, but I’m not 
familiar with Dept. of Human Services.  Could you give me some hypothetical cases or what’s 
the most common hearing that’s taking place from the DHS? 
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Timothy Dawson:  Right now, the main one we do in numbers would be food stamps.  
There’s something called an intentional program violation – if the person provides untruthful 
information on their application or anywhere in the process, they get kicked off of food 
stamps, the first time for a year, then for two years and then for life.  Those sorts of hearings 
are the most common.  The second most common is ACA Medicaid.  People who signed up 
for it don’t make all the reporting that they should have made under the program and then 
have to re-pay the premiums that were paid for the insurance coverage.   Third, and is cyclical 
and ramping up higher and higher, is child abuse and neglect.  When a county issues a 
services required letter to people, part of the consequences of that is they go on this child 
abuse and neglect index.  Although confidential, they can sign a waiver so when they apply 
for a job, that gets checked and so that person isn’t able to work with children for 10 years 
because they’re on that index.  Some people just don’t like to be put on a list.  Those people 
will appeal the decision.   
 
Senator Wanzek: Does the continuing appropriation allow you, if your workload exceeds the 
budget, does it allow you to charge a special fee and do the extra work? 
 
Timothy Dawson:  In short, yes.  Part of the reason that it’s in there is that we work on a fee 
for service so we eat what we kill.  So if we kill a lot we have a big hunger and it needs to be 
fed so that allows it.  
 
Chairman Holmberg: Closed the hearing on HB 1017. 
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Appropriations Committee 
Harvest Room, State Capitol 

HB 1017 
4/3/2019 

JOB # 34485 
 

☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

      Committee Clerk:   Alice Delzer  

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
 A BILL for an Act to provide an appropriation for defraying the expenses of the office of 
administrative hearings. (Do Pass as Amended)  
 

Minutes:                                                 1.Proposed Amendment # 19.0205.02002  

 
Chairman Holmberg: opened the hearing on HB 1017. All committee members were 
present. Adam Mathiak, Legislative Council and Larry Martin, OMB were also present.  
 
Chairman Holmberg: Submitted Attachment # 1-Proposed Amendment # 19.0205.02002 
and stated the only difference in these amendments are the salary question.  
 
Senator Robinson: moved the amendment.  2nd by Senator Poolman.   
 
A voice vote was taken.  It carried.  
 
Senator Robinson: Moved a Do Pass as Amended on HB 1017. 2nd by Senator 
Poolman.  
 
A Roll Call vote was taken.  Yea: 14; Nay: 0; Absent: 0.   Senator Hogue will carry the 
bill.  
 
The hearing was closed on HB 1017.         
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